
Simmering PrologueIf you’re reading this, I’m already dead!  This fact alone gives me untold freedom of expression.I am no longer restrained by anyone or anything.  My voice can no longer be denied.  I amfinally, free to tell you the truth about my life, your life and the real fate of humanity.  However,before I share with you the true meaning of your life, your pathetic parasitic evolution as abotched and bungled human being in all its darkness, doom and despair, I'd better tell you firsthow I died, how I lived and why I’ve left you this story to consider to ponder and to explore foryourself.  If, of course, you can be bothered to wake yourself up before you die to do so!And so, let’s begin not at the beginning but at the end.  At least that is, for now.As the title of this story says, ‘If you’re reading this, I’m already dead!’  But, perhaps, you'realready wondering if this is mearly a story of, fiction?  Made up, created, written, recorded andfilmed just for your own pure selfish entertainment.  A small brief sound bite of another's life anddeath which once told, is forgotten forever.  A brief quite minded respite, perhaps, from thehorror, brutality and meaningless of your own life.  A tale of past woe to help you pass timewhile you yourself wait to die.  All I can tell you right now at this point in my story is that thisstory is true!  Every single last word!  I also need to be honest with you!  I'm a lier!So, how did I die?  Well, in very real terms in very real words, I died of a broken heart.  Not a cutheart or a wounded heart but a broken heart.  Impossible?  Sadly not.  In the end, everyone diesof a broken heart in one form or another.  Contrary to belief, 'the devil is never in the details' asyou will ultimately find out.  In the end, an analysis of my death and dying will tell you verylittle.  In fact, nothing at all.  Because, it simply does not matter how I really died or, for thatmatter, how I really lived.  After all, this is just another story about a, life, now extinct andvanished from the face of the earth.  Gone.  Forgotten.  Dead!But, how does a heart get broken?  How is it possible and believable to come to terms with thedisturbing fact that a human being really can die of a broken heart?  I guess, the next step is forme to tell you how I lived, how I walked and talked and if in fact, I ever truly, 'walked my walkand talked my talk'.  And, what has my life got to do directly and indirectly with my final breath,my final heart beat, my final words here now for you to read, listen to or perhaps even watch.However, beware, take heed, for this story is not chronological it does not hold time accountable.Why should it?In the end, the final act and scene, this story, itself, will ultimately take you to where you need togo, regardless of whether you wish to go there or not.  If you yourself do make it to the end ofthis story, perhaps, you will also die of a broken heart?  Or, maybe, you will continue to live witha broken heart for a while as I did until I died of one.  In the end, everyone dies!  Perhaps, youare dead already, asleep in your slumber of stupidity.  For, who alive truly knows how far a storywill travel and what will become of it?  And so, if you're reading this, I'm already dead.Finished!  Done!  Complete!  The End!So, now I'm dead, the story can begin, let’s cook...



Chapter One'Denial Stews'Everything that you think you know, understand or believe about yourself to be conscious of as ahuman being is little more than a construct a model and conceptual frame of reference.  Nothingmore and nothing less.  Just, like a child's make believe.  A fantastical fairy story or a horrorstory or bad dream.  Nothing you see, hear, smell, touch or taste is actually meaningful.  At thecore, you only understand, the thing, or, the things that are around you through one or more ofyour programmed five senses.These antenna, radar and probes to the external world outside of yourself have in turn all beenhypnotised to perceive the world you believe is there through a social and human relationshipconstruction or creation story told to you by other humans.  In essence, you have never knownthe world through your own true sense.  You have never lived!  Therefore, you have always beena prisoner and slave to the world of others.  You have always confused, being and doing.  Youhave always been mentally confused.  You have spent your whole life as a human-doing ratherthan a human-being.You have never known lasting peace and you have never experienced true love.  Why?  Becauselike all things in the world, they are constructs and models rather than actual feelings orsensations.  Peace, is a construct, a juxtaposition to war and a dualistic model of the unity of suchideas as war and peace.  You have become numb, zombie like and totally lost.  Of course, most ifnot everyone reading, listening or watching this story unfold will be upset by my authenticityand rawness.  Why?  Because the truth hurts like hell!However, there will be even more of you in total denial as to my proposition that foundationally,your life is, empty and meaningless without the constant structure of so called, society, familyand relationship.  Outside of these constructs and models, you simply cease to be, to exist, to bealive.  No one is a man, no one a woman, no one a gender or so called, trans-gender.  You are notfat, thin, big or small.  You are not stupid, clever, good or bad.  You are equally not rich, poorvictimised or persecuted anymore than you are a bully, tyrant or dictator.Why?  Simple, because all of these, words, ideas, constructs and models are just that!  Nothingmore and nothing less.  They are used to, 'try' to explain what is outside yourself by those whocan't accept reality as it is.  Meaningless!  This is how you are manipulated, positioned andmoved into society, relationships and ultimately life and death.  You have never known how to bewith yourself in life or death.  Thus, denial is much more preferable to most than the burningpainful inner truth that there is absolutely no reason to be alive or for you to exist!Biological evolution of a species does not amount to a destiny, a purpose a reason to be here nowon earth!  You are simply no more and no less than a biological evolutionary hybridisation of asmaller parasite that once had greater power than you.  And yet, you still remain as unconsciousas the first moment your ancestors stood upright upon two legs and not four.  You have confusedbiological and physical evolution of your parasitic self with that of an evolution ofconsciousness.  This, is why the planet needs to kill you as fast as possible before you kill it!



You did not come from another planet, another star system, a visiting spaceship from anothergalaxy.  Neither, are you greater than planet earth or her own biological processes.  You are notfrom a god or gods, an alternative parallel universe, a so called, walk in, or, anything elsedelusional and comforting.  You did not reincarnate, incarnate or come from spirit.  You have notbeen given another chance, another life or a chance at redemption through karma, fate or cosmicdestiny.  You are not an alien here and neither have you been sent for a bigger reason.  You aresimply, not that important, meaningful or useful.Planet Earth, Mother Earth, Gia even, if you so choose, is in the actual process globally oferadicating you and all of humanity as you are reading, listening or watching this story unfold.Your time is nearly up!  Finished.  Done.  Dead!  Why?  Because you and all of humanity havebecome a direct threat to the physical continued existence of the planet.  In effect, you are nowthe biggest most dangerous and useless parasite on earth.  It's time for you to die!  And so, as youare heading for the same blackness, darkness and nothingness as I have already experiencedthrough my many deaths and now my final death, you now have a very difficult choice to make.I spent most of my adult life trying to wake people up!  Trying to rattle and shake their cages ofslavery and imprisonment.  Of their child like delusions and illusions of grandeur or supremacy.I, when alive worked with over 100,00 human beings to try to get them to see the truth, thereality of their pathetic parasitic existence and impending extinction.  I tried.  I Failed!  But, ITried! Interlude!The Story of, Professor, Terry Mace’s life and death and his recipes for disaster will resume andcontinue after a short interlude of haunting some of the people who told him, ‘You Can’t Die OfA Broken Heart!’  He’s coming for you, whooo, whoooo, whoooooo...




